To live together in a social setting people must be able to relate properly to one another. That calls for an understanding of what the other is thinking and sensing what he or she is feeling. These capacities-to understand and feel-are called empathy, a translation of the German einfūling (literally, feeling into) first introduced into English by the psychologist Edward Titchener (1909). Empathy, cognitive or emotional, probably evolutionary but also biologically based, is essential to a good relationship or communal living. It is not only a human attribute, since, for example, dolphins (Edwards, 2010) and bonobos (Sandin, 2007 ) also seem to experience it. Humans show it early in life. Already prior to 2 years of age, children are seen to show concern for others, seemingly understanding their emotional state and mental distress (Roth-Hanania, Davidov, Zahn-Waxler, 2011) .
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In the ultimate analysis, what Posick and colleagues put forth in their article is that even the criminological and legal fields could benefit from the presence of a more empathic approach toward offenders. I believe that more understanding and discernment in dealing with miscreants and enacting laws more appropriate to the specific offender and offense would be more natural and more moral. I am quite sure that those living in a moral society would agree that more understanding of others and more feeling for them (cognitive and emotional empathy) would not only rectify some individual relationships but also create a better and more just social climate.
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